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Background
Use of Ultrasound in both children and MSK
imaging is well established. Our DGH
performs about 1600 paediatric US per year,
the majority being renal, abdominal and
screening hip examinations by paediatric
radiologists and sonographers

Background
Over the past few years the exponential use
of ultrasound for assessing superficial lumps
and bumps and musculoskeletal problems in
children has meant a steep learning curve
for our MSK radiologists, predominantly
trained in adult imaging

Background
Challenges when scanning a child can be
practical e.g. getting the child ready for the
scan; unfamiliar and changing anatomy due
to progressive cartilage ossification; and
difficulties with interpretation of cartilage vs
joint effusion vs synovitis.

Practical Challenges

Scanning Techniques

Challenge: Getting the child onto the bed
Strategy: Make the room child friendly

Challenge: Starting to scan the child
Strategy:  Warm jelly; Scan the Toy/Parent

Challenge: Keeping them Still
Strategy:  Distraction; ‘Natural Restraint’; Bribery 
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Septic Arthritis: 2y injured right wrist, increasing swelling. ?Fracture Brodie’s Abscess: 10mo refusing to weight bear on right leg NAI: 10mo reluctant to move right leg, no trauma history

Right elbow effusion
and synovitis

US shows generalised soft tissue induration, an effusion at and widening of the RT 
distal radio-ulnar joint with erosion of the bone at the ulnar aspect of the distal 
radius, this corresponds to the lucent area seen on the plain film. There is also 
subperiosteal collection and early periosteal reaction along this aspect of the 

distal radius. Diagnosed as septic arthritis of DRUJ with osteomyelitis of adjacent 
radius. Infection confirmed at surgical washout. LT normal comparison views

This child was originally sent home from A&E but recalled for urgent US when XR 
reported. No joint effusion to suggest septic arthritis.  There is a breech of the 

posteromedial metaphyseal cortex and a cavity within the metaphysis and 
adjacent cartilage with through transmission suggesting a Brodie's abscess.

This was confirmed on subsequent MRI and follow up X-ray.
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Child had a prodromal illness with fever and mildly raised inflammatory markers.
US performed to rule out joint effusion/sepsis in right leg. Both hips and right ankle

were normal. There was a trace of fluid in the right knee with induration of soft 
tissues and blurring of fat planes. XR on admission unremarkable. Follow up 

suggested which revealed a healing metaphyseal fracture, additional healed rib 

fracture found on skeletal survey indicating NAI.
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